EFL Teachers’ Beliefs and Practices About Learner Autonomy

Abstract—This paper aims to find out the certified and non-certified teachers’ beliefs and practices about learner autonomy in the EFL classroom. The findings revealed that there is not a huge difference between the certified and non-certified teachers’ beliefs and practices of learner autonomy. It was also found that both the certified and non-certified teachers’ understanding about learner autonomy are not salient with the literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Considering the benefits of learner autonomy, it becomes a prominent issue to be investigated and has been studied widely. The benefits of learner autonomy is providing students with the learning activities that lead them to be more responsible learners and life-long learning skills [1]. Due to its benefit, learner autonomy becomes an ultimate goal in education in general and foreign/second language in particular [2]. Therefore, promoting learner autonomy in an EFL classroom is a must.

Regarding to the learner autonomy promotion, it is challenging. Vázquez [3] reported that the learner autonomy promotion is hardly a reality in many schools and the difficulty might be as the result of a dearth of teacher education program focusing teacher and learner autonomy. In addition, it might be because of educational system [4], contextual challenges regarding the student, teacher, institution, and culture [5], and teacher’s beliefs [1]. In the terms of the teacher’s beliefs, according to Borg [6], the teacher’s beliefs influence his/her practices. The teacher’s beliefs is demonstrated in his/her teaching-learning activities. In the terms of learner autonomy practice, Ahmadianzadeh, Seifoori, & Tanjid [7] stated that it relies heavily on teachers’ beliefs. Therefore, understanding the teacher’s beliefs about learner autonomy is needed.

II. METHOD

Two English teachers of vocational senior high schools were the participants in this study. Both of them are female. Both of them had experienced teaching English for 15 years. Teacher A is the certified teacher and she is 37 years old. Teacher B is non-certified teacher and 38 years old. In collecting data, classroom observations and semi structured interviews were employed. I observed the teachers’ actual practices in the
classroom for two meetings. The observation scheme is based on the autonomous classroom theory from Dam[11], learner autonomy perspective from Benson [12], and sociocultural perspective from Oxford [13]. The observational data were analyzed based on what Borg [6] termed key instructional episodes; these are classroom incidents that demonstrate or challenge the teachers’ autonomy in practice. For the interviews, I asked them their understanding and beliefs about learner autonomy, and their underlying reasons of their actual practices.

III. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

A. Teachers’ beliefs about learner autonomy

Both teacher A and B defined learner autonomy as a learning without teacher. The finding is similar to Lengkanawati’s study [8]. Their understanding about learner autonomy includes to a learner autonomy misconception. Little[14] stated some misconceptions and one of them is understanding learner autonomy as learning without teacher. However, autonomy is not “a matter of deciding to learn without teacher” [14] (p.3). In addition, the development of autonomy implies collaboration and interdependence, rather than working in isolation [15][16]. Furthermore, teacher B stated that learner autonomy occurred when the teacher could not come to the classroom and he or she gave students an assignment. Her statements showed that learner autonomy is a kind of teaching method when the teacher is absent in the classroom. Nevertheless, learner autonomy is no a teaching method. It is a capacity “the capacity to take control of one’s learning” [14] (p.3). It means that the learner is responsible for their own learning related to “determining the objectives, defining the contents and progressions, selecting methods and techniques to be used, monitoring and evaluating what has been acquired” [17](p.3). Their understanding shows their limited understanding about learner autonomy. When I asked them about their understanding about learner autonomy, both of them replied that they do not know more deeply about learner autonomy because they never join learner autonomy workshop. Besides, they were never chosen to be a delegation to join a teacher professional development held by government. They also added that they do not have enough time to read article related to learner autonomy since they have to teach from 7 a.m. up to 4 p.m.

In the terms of their beliefs about learner autonomy, both of them were positive on learner autonomy. They agree that promoting learner autonomy in the classroom is their duty. They stated that their duty is not only teaching about English but also promoting learner autonomy because creating an autonomous learner is one of Curriculum 2013 objectives. They believed that learner autonomy as an investment for students. Teacher A stated “students’ future life is hard, so they have to be independent, do not rely on others. That’s why we have to teach them to be autonomous students”. In addition, they also believed that their current students were not autonomous. It was due to their students’ laziness to learn at home and to read topic before the class started. Besides, the students relied much on teacher. Teacher A stated “Although I asked them to bring an English dictionary, they did not do it because they are lazy and for the word meaning, they prefer ask the teacher rather than look for in the dictionary”.

Not only students’ laziness, but also limited school facility is a hindrance factor in promoting learner autonomy. Both teacher A and B claimed that in-focus unavailability for each class is one of a burden. Teacher A stated that she got difficulty in illustrating something without in-focus. In a similar vein, teacher B said “Actually, I want to show an interesting thing such as video, but in focus is not available. So, it is a problematic situation”. They see school facility related to the technology and self-access center which are provided by a school.

B. Teachers’ actual practices

In the observation, I observed twice for each teacher. For teacher A is reading and grammar class while Teacher B is grammar and writing class. The observations presented that both teacher A’s and B’s actual practices seemed to be teacher-centered. First, it was seen from the seating arrangement. All the students’ desks are facing teacher’s desk and whiteboard. The physical classroom appearances shows that teacher as a central of teaching-learning activity.

Second is teaching-learning activities. The procedures were checking the students’ attendances, telling the topic would be learned, asking students to open certain page of their English books, explaining the topic, asking students to do exercises, and concluding the lesson. During teaching-learning process, the students asked the teacher difficult word meanings and the teacher answered directly. The teacher also corrected the students’ wrong pronunciation. Such learning procedures do not provide students with opportunity to be autonomous students. Besides, those teachers seldom apply grouping activity. Teacher A stated that she applied group/pair activity for speaking class. In her speaking class, she asked her students to read the dialogue in pairs. Whereas teacher B stated that she used group work for certain topic such as ‘greeting card’. Teacher B emphasized her teaching on teaching grammar. It was based on her learning experiences. Learning English means learning the rules or grammar. Nonetheless, in promoting learner autonomy, student-centered should be applied. Besides, the practices should be related to the four perspectives of learner autonomy, technical, psychological, political and sociocultural [12]. The technical perspective is related to learning outside classroom and out-of-class-task using internet. The psychological perspective deals with the learner’s characteristics such as confidence, motivation and so on. The political is on learner right on deciding their own learning. The sociocultural emphasizes the interaction between learner and his/her environment. During teaching learning.

Third is teachers’ roles during teaching learning process. Both the teacher A and B played as a controller. The teacher role in learner autonomy is not similar to traditional classroom setting. The teacher’s roles in fostering learner autonomy is “in terms of a continuum
from transmission to interpretation teaching” [12](p.185). Furthermore, they did not involve their students in deciding the learning objectives, activities, and assessment since it is a teacher’s duty. Teacher B stated “I do not involve my students to decide learning aim because it has been set by the government and I as a teacher should follow it”. Furthermore, teacher A stated that the students were not confident to decide those learning aspects. In the terms of assessment, they claimed that it was a teacher’s authority. Therefore, they did not apply learner reflection as a means of learning assessment. However, learner reflection is a fundamental principle of the learner autonomy [18]. In assessing students’ progress, they employed exercises or homework stated on the book. Thus, their assessment focused on mainly recalling the information.

Overall, both teacher A’s and B’s actual practices are far from learner autonomy concept. When I asked them why. They replied that they do not know how to promote learner autonomy in the classroom. They said that they do not know about learner autonomy. They also added that they never join workshop related to learner autonomy.

IV. CONCLUSION

So far, the findings shows that no differences between certified and non-certified regarding their beliefs and practices about learner autonomy. Both of them have limited understanding about it and their beliefs influence their teaching practices in the classroom. Since they have misconceptions about learner autonomy and insufficient knowledge about it, learner autonomy workshop should be conducted.
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